DJkit Kick Starts Black Friday in Style with Outstanding Deals on
Hundreds of Products
Strictly Limited Quantity Deals Up For Grabs Over Black Friday Weekend and Cyber
Monday from Britain’s Best in Pro DJ Hardware
November 27, 2015 (FPRC) -- The UK’s leading retailer of elite-quality DJ equipment and
performance hardware is delighted to announce its biggest Black Friday bargain-bonanza to date.
Throughout the weekend and into Cyber Monday, DJkit is slashing the prices of literally hundreds of
incredible items, spanning the entire DJkit online store. Rather than simply throwing a few products
into its Black Friday range, extraordinary discounts are being offered on most items across the DJkit
catalogue.
However, many of the items up for grabs are available in strictly limited numbers only, so buyers are
advised to check out what’s on offer as early as possible. All deals are live right now and will
continue until midnight on Monday November 30, after which all prices and deals will return to
normal.
Store-Wide Savings
“Make the most of the Black Friday / Cyber Monday Shopping Weekend and grab a bargain on most
of the items on our website. If you can't find the price you want call us on 01635 780002 and we will
try and offer you a great price. Some items are strictly limited to the quantity we hold in stock so
when they're gone they are gone!” - DJkit
In order to bring the most fantastic deals to as many customers as possible, DJkit is including almost
every one of its most popular products in this weekend’s Black Friday extravaganza. From the latest
Serato DJ Controllers to high-performance monitors to industry-leading software and more, literally
everything the professional DJ could wish for this Christmas is up for grabs at a bargain price.
Just a selection of the deals available (while stocks last) include:
•Numark NV Serato DJ Controller with High-Resolution Colour Display – was £489.00 now £464.55
•Ableton PushMidi Controller for Ableton Live 9 - was £299.00 now £269.10
•Numark Mixtrack Pro 3 White Ltd Edition with Serato DJ Intro & Needle Search – was £164.00
now £155.80
•Roland Aira MX-1 Mix Performer 18 Channel Performance Mixer - was £439.00 now £373.15
•Korg Kaoss DJ Controler with Integrated KAOSS PAD – was £235.00 now £199.75
•Beyond Acoustic VWS S1 VHF Wireless Mic System – was £49.00 now £36.75
The list goes on, incorporating hundreds of outstanding quality lines at quite simply their lowest
prices to date.
The Total Service Package
“Here at DJkit, we provide the best DJ gear at the cheapest prices. Whether you are a professional
master mixer, playing for thousands, or an unseasoned scratcher mixing and mashing alone in your
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bedroom, we will have the product for you, in conjunction with a suitable DJ finance option. As the
DJkit site and showroom are heaving with the Holy Grails of DJ Equipment manufacturers, with the
likes of Stanton, Allen and Heath, Numark and Pioneer DJ gracing our books, you will not find better
than us.” – DJkit
Along with the lowest prices and the most extensive range of hardware on the market, DJkit takes
enormous pride in offering a uniquely personable service package. So whether it’s getting started for
the very first time or taking outstanding DJ skills to professional level, the DJkit team has the
knowledge, experience and passion to offer invaluable help and guidance.
Take advantage of these astounding Black Friday Weekend offers while stocks last.
About DJkit:
DJkit is the UK’s leading DJ retailer, offering an unrivalled range of over 25,000 products and
packages for professional musicians and amateurs alike. The team prides itself at being right at the
forefront of the industry, stocking only the most cutting-edge technology, offering the highest-level of
service and hosting regular events in conjunction with industry elite.
Contact Information
For more information contact James Craik of DJKit (http://https://www.djkit.com)
01635 780002
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